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“A game changer is about to break into the local golf
scene. It is the brainchild of Langley Perrins and
Hans Jonck from Global Golf and has the potential to
transform the way golf clubs communicate and interact
with their members and guests and vice versa.”

READ MORE ON PAGE 3
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IS THAT A CLUB IN YOUR
POCKET OR ARE YOU JUST 		
		
HAPPY TO PLAY GOLF?
A game changer is about to break into the local golf
scene. It is the brainchild of Langley Perrins and
Hans Jonck from Global Golf and has the potential
to transform the way golf clubs communicate and
interact with their members and guests and vice
versa.

Hans Jonck’s face lights up with enthusiasm when
he talks about the Myhomeclub app. Although not
yet thirty, Hans’ experience in the golfing world
is both extensive and varied. As a qualified PGA
professional, whilst Hans’s early focus was on retail
and golf operations, he gained experience in other
areas of club management at Mt Edgecombe as well.
At the tender age of 24, Hans took up the position
of general manager at Centurion Country Club. In
this position, Hans developed a great deal of insight
into all levels of golf club management, and saw that
having different platforms and applications for the
various aspects of a golf club (he had four different
systems running to manage the operations at a time)
made things unnecessarily complicated, and also
bled revenue to middle-men. As he consolidated the
systems at Centurion by moving over to Clubmaster

Management System, Hans realised how powerful
a tool would be if it could cover all aspects of
club management and communication from the
perspective of the club, its members and their guests.
Langley Perrins approached Hans in connection with
the app that Global Golf had been developing. Hans
joined Global Golf and has project-managed the
Myhomeclub app, which is now ready to be unleashed
on the golfing world.
With the Myhomeclub app, users really do have their
clubs in their pockets. The app is a powerful tool with
which golfers of all levels will be able to do everything
they might want to do in respect of their golf, except
swing a club! Golfers will be able to book and pay for
rounds at their home clubs and other clubs; they will
receive news and information from their clubs; they will
be able to pay for everything from their green fees to
their caddy fees, and even settle their bets with their
mates! All of this on one app. Clubs can now truly
become cashless, enhancing not only their own safety,
but also that of their members, visitors and caddies.
With the app, any activity that is offered at the club
– even lessons - can be booked and paid for by
members and non-members alike. Members can
access club calendars. Member groups, such as
schools, can be set up. Clubs can send notifications
to members.
The Myhomeclub app will be a powerful tool for golf
clubs. It is a white label interface, so clubs can have
their own branding on the app. The Myhomeclub app
fully integrates with the Clubmaster Club Management
System, which will streamline club management a
great deal.

Loyalty programmes can be managed with the app.
The app may be used to communicate with members
and advertise and promote all events, with members
being able to book and pay for the event and
receive a reminder, all via the app. In golf estates,
the Myhomeclub app can be used golfing and nongolfing residents alike to generate visitor access
codes and to communicate with the estate.
The Myhomeclub app has the potential to significantly
increase revenue for golf clubs by managing their
own timesheets. And, with the payment gateway,
visitor rounds and events will be paid for at the time
of booking, so lost revenue due to no-shows will be a
thing of the past for clubs that adopt the app.
The Myhomeclub app has been running live at
Parkview Golf Club as a pilot project, with great
success. Hans has engaged with 70 golf clubs so far,
and they have shown a great deal of interest. With
the roll-out of the Myhomeclub app, Hans will be
installing it at 20 clubs over the next month, so he is
going to be busy!
The Myhomeclub app is poised to revolutionise
the way we experience our golf and the way clubs
operate. It will inject a welcome breath of fresh air
into our sport!
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BLAIR ATHOLL GOLF AND EQUESTRIAN ESTATE
RELEASE EXCLUSIVE STANDS FOR PURCHASE
“With only 74 stands still available, this is certainly the
best time to buy with significant capital growth projected
as supply diminishes. “In the Gauteng market in general,
there is an increasing demand for – and sale of – vacant
stands, a trend which we believe will continue for the
foreseeable future, particularly in exclusive estates such
as Blair Atholl.”

Launched in 2007, the developers of the well-established
and exclusive Blair Atholl Golf & Equestrian Estate ideally positioned close to Lanseria International Airport
to the west of Johannesburg recently launched to
market the very last tranche of vacant residential stands.
“This is a not-to-be-repeated opportunity for buyers
to acquire an exclusive, just-released site and build
their dream home in one of Gauteng’s most sought
after lifestyle estates, in a suburb which, according to
Lightstone, enjoys elevated status as the most expensive
suburb in the province,” says Peet Strauss, Pam Golding
Properties development manager for Johannesburg.
“With a natural urban migration to the west of
Johannesburg increasingly evident, Blair Atholl Golf &
Equestrian Estate, with its unparalleled lifestyle and easy
access to Lanseria Airport, has high appeal for affluent
home buyers seeking secure and elite estate living.”
With an average house value of R11.2 million, Blair
Atholl in Tshwane Municipality tops other upmarket
suburbs such as Westcliff (R10.5 million) and Dunkeld
(R9.3 million), as well as Wierda Valley in Sandton (R9.2
million), Sandhurst (R9.1 million) and Inanda (R7.2
million), notes Strauss.
For 30 years the estate was home to renowned South
African golfing legend, Gary Player, who purchased the
farm in the early 1980s on auction via Christies before
turning it into one of South Africa’s most beautiful farms.
Says Strauss: “Fast forward to 2018 and, while the
Players now live in Plettenberg Bay, Blair Atholl has
continued to attract discerning home buyers who include
numerous captains of industry, successful business
executives and entrepreneurs, all looking for a secure
and highly attractive and convenient lifestyle for their
families, coupled with a sound property investment.

Exclusive Stands
From R2mil
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There is also the exciting planned development of
the Lanseria area – increased size of Lanseria airport,
the planned extension of the gautrain to the airport,
light industrial, commercial, retail, and residential
development planned for the area to name a few.
Generously sized between 2 542sqm and 5 607sqm, the
stands are priced from R1.565 million to R3 million.

and squash courts and a spa, all making for an unrivalled
country lifestyle. Also on hand are good schools such
as Montessori School, Curro School Monaghan,
HeronBridge College, Dainfern College, and Pecanwood
college, among others.”
Running through the estate, which is densely populated
with century-old indigenous trees and bush, is the
Crocodile River, abundant with fish and bird life and with
a number of rapids along part of the 6.5km stretch.
Says Marks: “You can spend hours fishing for Yellow Fish,
Florida and Black Bass, Carp and Barbel or viewing small
game such as Springbok, Impala, Kudu, Waterbuck and Nyala,
which all adds up to an unforgettable living experience.”

The estate is bordered by the Cradle of Humankind to
the West and the Renosterspruit Nature Conservatory to
the North, providing spectacularly scenic views within a
uniquely tranquil African ambience, peacefully removed
from the noise and bustle of city life.

Thoroughbred horses have long been associated
with Blair Atholl, giving rise to the ongoing equestrian
component and amenities. The stables and paddocks
are a focal point on the estate, situated along the main
boulevard where horses are able to frolic during the day.

Adds Strauss: “Blair Atholl is one of Gauteng’s hidden
gems, offering generously proportioned stands
conveniently close to the city yet an estate where
families can enjoy a country lifestyle with amenities
include an enviable equestrian centre for horse lovers,
over 28km of MTB and running trails, hiking, as well as
the Gary Player designed golf course.”

Marks adds: “Blair Atholl has a proud history as home
to some of South Africa’s great racing and polo horses.
Picture the scene, driving home alongside the paddocks
and horses, after a hectic day at the office.

Sandra Gordon, Pam Golding Properties senior research
analyst, notes that the estate has not only been identified
as the most expensive suburb in Gauteng, it is also
home to the sixth most expensive street in the province.
“Buyers are attracted to the estate because of its secure
lifestyle offerings with a focus on family and a sense of
connected communities,” she says.

Life at Blair Atholl
Paul Marks, General Manager and Director of Golf at Blair
Atholl concurs: “Only 2.5km from Lanseria International
Airport and a short drive to Fourways, Blair Atholl is a highly
sought after, low density residential golf and equestrian
estate, family orientated with a strong community culture,
and offering an unrivalled country lifestyle.
“The sheer beauty and space of the estate is reminiscent
of countryside living – with various small wildlife to boot
- while residents enjoy world class facilities including
a highly rated 18-hole golf course, Gary Player Fitness
Centre, equestrian centre, mountain biking, running and
walking trails, fishing, birdwatching, restaurants, tennis

“With a total of 329 stands in the estate, 160 homes
have been completed. With the release of the remaining
stands, the estate is set for an exciting future which
includes restaurant upgrades and enhancements to
the natural environment within the estate. In addition,
improvements are planned for the golf course, with the
blessing of Jeff Lawrence, the President of the Gary
Player Golf Course Design.”
The Gary Player signature design golf course is the third
longest in the world and, at 7 500 metres, is also the
third longest in South Africa. Player recently played golf
with residents and invited guests as part of a re-launch
of the estate.
While currently the golf course is only open to residents,
a number of corporate days per year see it open to the
public by invitation.

For more info, please contact:
Brenda Gilbert | 083 251 4452
brenda.gilbert@pamgolding.co.za
or Sharen Byren | 083 461 3999
sharen.byren@pamgolding.co.za
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NEDBANK GOLF
CHALLENGE
FANS CAN TAKE PART IN ‘AFRICA’S
MINI MAJOR’ WHILE PROS PLAY
FOR ‘AFRICA’S MAJOR’
Fans attending the 2019 Nedbank
Golf Challenge hosted by Gary Player
will have the opportunity to be part
of the golf action like never before
and could even find themselves
putting for glory on the 18th green
on the Sunday of this Rolex Series
tournament on the European Tour.
This year’s tournament, to be played at the Gary Player Country Club from November
14-17, will see the debut of “Africa’s Mini Major”, a unique putting competition that
coincides with the professionals’ quest for glory in “Africa’s Major”.
The competition will include a six-hole putt-putt course with holes located in various
positions around the Gary Player Country Club. By registering on the Nedbank Golf
Challenge App to create a player ID, spectators will go from hole-to-hole and be able
to test their skills against each other over the four days of the tournament.
Each day there will be a live leaderboard on the App for “Africa’s Mini Major”, and the
fans who end the day tied in first place will have a putting playoff on the iconic ninth
green after play to decide the day’s champion. All six holes need to be completed in
order to qualify.
The daily winners of the Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday competitions will go
through to the grand finale that will take place on the 18th green after the final round
of the tournament, and in front of the thousands of spectators in the grandstands
around the green.
The winner of “Africa’s Mini Major” will win an array of incredible prizes in what is a
truly money-can’t-buy experience that is open to all ages.
The competition adds to the overall drive to make the 2019 Nedbank Golf Challenge
the most interactive in history in terms of fan engagement and activations, and also
including a world-class entertainment line-up.
A new stage built over the Soho hotel pool with big screens flanking it will be the main
arena for the daily entertainment after play in the Public Village.
Thursday will see the DJs take centre stage as DJ Jaysuu and DJ Jazzy D entertain
the fans after the round on day one to kick off the entertainment line-up for the week.
On Friday there will be an eclectic mix of DJs and musicians thrilling the spectators,
including performances by DJ Minx and the DJ duo Pascal and Pearce, as well as
South African singer-songwriter Jethro Tait and the internationally acclaimed Locnville.
Saturday’s entertainment will feature what is bound to be an emotional performance
by Jesse Clegg at a venue where his late father Johnny performed for years, as well
as the talents of DJ Euphonik, DJ Vin Deysel and the exciting new talent of the charttopping TiMO ODV.
And then Sunday will see the return of DJ Jazzy D and accompanied by Divinity Band
as they bring down the curtain on another memorable Nedbank Golf Challenge.
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Partnering with the right specialists is how we create strong
connections – through our team, in our markets and with our brokers.
That’s how, together, we deliver real client solutions and success.
Lombard. Partnering for Possibility.

www.lombardins.com
AMP C3 Consort Horizon Leppard Lombard Commercial Motor Acceptances Praesidio Turnberry
Lombard Insurance Company Limited is a licensed Insurer & Authorised Financial Services Provider (FSP 1596)

Join us for a
FUNKY FRIDAY
Golf Day
DATE: Friday 11 October 2019
TIME: 12:00 Shotgun Start
Fee: R800 per golfer

(includes: green fee, share of golf cart, halfway, light dinner served with prize giving)

The Caddie gratuity is to be paid in cash

BLAIR ATHOLL GOLF & EQUESTRIAN ESTATE
Ashenti Road | Lanseria
Competition: Fourball Alliance, 2 scores to count
Any combination of man or woman
		
Prize for the Best Dressed Fourball
TO BOOK: Pro Shop on 011 300 5713 or proshop@blairatholl.co.za
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KEEPING UP WITH THE JONES’
AND A BIT OF TWADDLE
The month of September was a blurr. Was that a full month? With a number of golf days at Blair Atholl,
Country Club Johannesburg, Parkview and Randpark and a trip to Mbombela Golf Club, White River and
Kruger Park Lodge time just ran away. What a wonderful month. Spring and Tee and Sandwedges is springing
everywhere. Our golf is improving but still struggling with the putter. Hold on world we are blooming.
Tee and Sandwedges met with the new Lady Captain of Mbombela Golf Club - Barbara Scott – and we will
be working with Barbara going forward. Barbara is planning a Women’s event in August 2020 and she will
be contributing articles from the Mpumalanga area. Barbara has huge passion and interest in growing golf.
After meeting each other on the tennis court and then the golf course but not seeing each other for over 20
years it was wonderful to catch up again with Marlene Miln at Kruger Park Lodge. It was sad that Lindsey
was in Australia and we missed him but we will be seeing him soon when he gets back. The golf courses
were in excellent condition and both had recently had large tournaments – Mbombela the Men’s Inter
Provincial and Kruger Park Lodge the Hornbill Classic.
Our stop over at White River was wonderful and our stay at Oliver’s Restaurant and Lodge an absolute
delight. Sitting adjacent to the first green on White River Golf Club we certainly recommend a stay or a meal
at this beautiful boutique hotel. It has class and old world charm – something we miss in most hotels these
days. You are definitely not just another number at Oliver’s. White River Country Club will be holding their
Betterball Mixed Tournament in November and this will be an excellent tournament. Look for the poster
in the publication. The service at White River Country Club is excellent and the Mark Wiltshire Team are
working very hard on the golf course.

We are in that time of year when time seems to
compress into a bit of a blur. I can’t believe that
we are fast approaching the next print date.
I am slowly finding my feet at Tee and Sandwedges.
At the same time I am finding more out about
the golfing world, and the exciting things happening
in it. Allan, Lynn and I have been bouncing
ideas around and will be putting them together
in the next few months. Whilst we are fortunate
enough in South Africa to have a climate in
which we can golf all year round, I am glad to
see the back of winter and looking forward
to summer and green courses.
Happy golfing!

Robin Twaddle

Our ladies tournament at Champagne Sports Resort has 80 golfers booked and we would love to hit 100
this year. If you have not booked yet be sure to get your entry in. Our theme is “ANYONE FOR TENNIS”.
October month looks as busy as September so it will be no time before we are talking to you in November.
Remember to keep this wonderful game of golf alive and the clubs going we need to support the golf clubs
– both on the golf course and in the club house. Be sure to invite your family to join you after golf for either
a lunch or a dinner and clubs be sure to welcome visitors and members and include family activities. Golf
is a game of gentlemen and gentlewomen and excellent service levels will benefit clubs.

Allan Jones

See you on the Tee
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SPARE THE ROD,
SPARE THE CHILD?
In our law, the crime of assault is the unlawful
and intentional applying of force to the person of
another (or threatening force). As far as the force
is concerned, the degree is irrelevant; depending
on the circumstances, it could be a mere touch.
Before 18 September 2019, parents in South
Africa had a common law right to use corporal
punishment to chastise their children moderately
and reasonably; when doing so, this right
eliminated the unlawfulness of their intentional
applying of force to their children’s bottoms.
On that day, the Constitutional Court handed
down a judgment that eliminated this right of
parents and has the effect that parents who use
corporal punishment to discipline their child
commit the crime of assault.
The reaction has been mixed. Children’s rights
consultant, Carol Bower, has said that “violence
begets violence” and “we are an extraordinary
violent country and when we hit children we teach
them the wrong message”. Freedom of Religion,
the appellant in the ConCourt case, says that the
judgment “will destroy families in South Africa”
and “it sets a very dangerous precedent with the
state being able to step into the home and dictate
to parents how to raise their children”.
The case began when a father was charged with
assault with intent to do grievous bodily harm
after he viciously kicked and punched his 13 year
old son for watching pornography. Unsurprisingly,
the father’s defense that he was exercising his
right to administer reasonable and moderate
chastisement to his child failed, as what he did
was clearly neither moderate nor reasonable.

The father appealed against his conviction to
the High Court in Gauteng. That court of its own
accord (the prosecution did not raise the issue
that the defense of reasonable and moderate
chastisement itself should be eliminated) went
into the issue as to whether this common law
right of parents and the consequent defense
was constitutional. The High Court declared
the defense to be constitutionally invalid and
therefore unavailable to parents charged with
assault upon their children.
This decision of the High Court left somewhat of a
lacuna in South African law. The decisions of our
provincial high courts are binding upon other high
and lower courts within their provinces, but they
are not binding in other provinces. So, we had
the situation where it was lawful to spank your
child in KZN (and the other 7 provinces), but not
in Gauteng. So, if you lived in Jo’burg, you had to
take your son on holiday to give him a smack! Talk
about a mixed message…
And so the case came before the ConCourt.
All ten judges concurred that the Gauteng High
Court got it right. It is a well-reasoned judgement
and makes for good reading, and is available on
the ConCourt website.
The basis of the unconstitutionality of the
reasonable and moderate chastisement defense
is that, in terms of section 12(1) (c) of the
constitution, everyone has the right to be free from
all forms of violence. Assault is violence and, as
we have seen, any degree of force – even a touch
- can constitute assault. The court found that, in
view of the principle that the interests of the child
is paramount, to retain corporal punishment as

a form of lawful chastisement, it would have to
be demonstrated that there must be something
about it (corporal punishment) that is evidently
and obviously to the good of the child.
South Africa is not the first African country to ban
corporal punishment in all settings, including the
home. This has been done in Kenya, Benin, the
Republic of Congo, Togo and Tunisia. Just over
1/3 of states globally have prohibited corporal
punishment in the home. Interestingly, many of these
are in countries where violence has been a historic
problem, not unlike our situation in South Africa.
Most of us had our fair share of hidings when
we grew up – from parents and teachers alike –
and turned out fine. Most of us – me included
– smacked our own children as a punishment of
last resort; and they turned out fine, too.
But like it or not, this is no longer a legal option. If
you have children and want to stay out of trouble,
you’d better find creative ways of disciplining them.
At a time when we desperately want to turn our
culture of violence around, this might not be a
bad development.

+27 11 347 0300 | www.robintwaddle.co.za

BONANZA
GOLF COURSE
and can be navigated in many different ways,
a testament to the design. Five par 3’s and five
par 5’s make for exciting scoring, particularly
in the match play format. Add to that two very
drivable par fours, which while offering good
scoring opportunities also have the potential
to wreck your scorecard if you get too cute.

A little over two years ago I got the call to be
part of a new golf course in Lusaka, Zambia.
After doing research on the development and
having an understanding of the developer’s
vision, this was a NO BRAINER decision!
Bonanza Golf Course is just a ten minute
drive away from Kenneth Kaunda International
Airport, Lusaka. The course is located in the
Bonanza Residential Estate. Currently under
construction within the estate is a 250 room
Protea Hotel and massive event centre. This is
scheduled to be opened by 1 August 2020 and
will be a tremendous asset to Zambian tourism.
The course is a Matkovich design and a
pleasure to play. Each hole has its features

After your round, enjoy a cold one with friendly
service and undoubtedly some of best sunset
views to be found in Africa.

The course condition is immaculate. The pure
bent greens provide some of the smoothest roll
I have ever seen. Large and well-designed green
complexes offer a wide variety of pin locations,
a golf director’s dream. Holes nine and eighteen
finish closely together, similar to the finishing
holes of Leopard Creek, great for creating that
theatre feel during tournament golf.

A flight from Johannesburg could have one
in Lusaka in 1 hour 45 minutes, and on our
fairways in around three! So keep us in mind
when planning your next tour, even if it’s just
for the weekend.

- CHARLES JERRARD
Charles is the General Manager /
Golf Director at Bonanza Golf Course
and has over 15 years of experience
in various sectors of the golf industry.

www.bonanzagolfcourse.com
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ELITE AND B SQUAD
Womens Golf South Africa has three
squads, the Talent Identification Squad,
The “B” Squad and the Elite Squad.
This month we highlight the Elite
and B Squad which includes our top
ranked players and those who have the
potential to represent South Africa on the
international stage. Both squads attend
combined 4-day camps three times a year.
Two camps have been held so far this year,
one at Bryanston Country Club and one at
Devonvale Golf and Wine Estate. The third
camp is scheduled for December with the
venue yet to be confirmed.
At the beginning of each year, players are
selected for each squad. The 2019 Elite
players are:
Caitlyn Macnab, Jordan
Rothman, Kaiyuree Moodley, Kaylah
Williams, Kiera Floyd and Zethu Myeki and
the 2019 “B” squad players are Kera Healey,
Megan Streicher, Samantha Whateley and
Shani Brynard.

ELITE AND B SQUAD WITH VAL AND ANNA

At each camp, the players receive
coaching from our National Coaches, Val
Holland and Anna Becker-Frankel, as well
as fitness assessments and training from
Sandra Winter, mental coaching from
sports psychologist Maretha Claassen and
Trackman sessions with Costanza Trussoni.

RECEIVING TUITION FROM COSTANZA TRUSSONI

ANNA BECKER-FRANKEL
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VP WGSA

The camps typically start on a Thursday
morning and wrap on a Sunday. Golf is a
very individual sport and by bringing the
squad together this builds camaraderie
for team events, as well as enhancing
partnership competition between the
players. The players and coaches stay
at a B & B when the camp is held at
Bryanston, or in private houses as was the
case at Devonvale. In the evenings, Anna
will set a Rules or a General Knowledge
quiz, although at Devonvale she also
taught the players how to make a healthy
breakfast muesli and provided the recipe
for her favourite Power Balls.

MARETHA CLAASEN

On arrival the squads are divided into
groups for their various sessions with
the professionals, but every player will
also have a one-on-one meeting with
each professional where they are able
to discuss any individual problems, be it
on the course, on the practice ground or
maybe how to cope with issues that arise
during competition. If suggestions are
made by Sandra on particular exercises
a player should do to strengthen a
particular area, these will be sent to the
player on her phone. Similarly, any minor
changes to a grip or a swing movement
will be filmed by Anna and also sent to
the player to discuss at home with her
own personal coach.
COOKERY LESSONS IN THE
EVENING WITH PROFESSIONALS

VAL AND ANNA WATCHING PLAYERS ON THE RANGE

SARAH BRAUDE

PRESIDENT WGSA

SALLY GREASLEY

SHOWCASING THE
WGSA NATIONAL SQUAD

EARLY MORNING START ON THE RANGE

Every camp starts with an opening
session at which the aim for the particular
camp is decided, ie what is the one
aspect of the game that the players know
they can improve on with help from the
professionals, how can they best prepare
prior to representing their country at an
international event.

EXERCISE AT HOME

For the next three mornings, players meet
at 07h00 for a group fitness session which
includes instruction on warming up prior to
playing, a gym session on how to exercise
at home without the need to attend a gym,
high intensity training to raise the heart rate
and a fifteen-minute run around a chosen
track, normally the car park of the venue.
Following breakfast, the groups divide
up and perhaps the B Squad will go to
meet with Maretha for Mental Skills, whilst
members of the Elite will either attend
individual fitness sessions with Sandra or
go to the putting green for putting exercises,
or to the chipping and bunker area for
short game exercises or for camera work
on the range. Most individual and group
sessions last approximately one hour, with
players moving from one professional to
another to receive attention in all aspects
of their game.

The camps incorporate mental skills, the
Peltz Test, putting drills, trackman, short
game, long game and fitness assessments.
Depending on the availability of the golf
course, players go out for 18 holes either
on the afternoon of the third day or on
Sunday morning. They are accompanied
by the professionals which adds a certain
amount of pressure and during their round
they are given certain tasks to complete,
ie use different clubs for their approach
shots into the green from 100 metres, using
different clubs in bunkers. Following the
round, the professionals and players meet
to discuss their course management, club
selection decisions, their putting statistics
and decisions made when they found
themselves with awkward shot choices for
example behind trees or with a difficult shot
into the green.
All Elite and the B Squad players receive
financial assistance from WGSA to play in
Provincial Championships outside their own
home province, to give them experience
which will help them when they are selected
to play overseas in International events.
A round-up session is held at the end
of the camp and the players complete a
questionnaire on the activities in which they
have participated, what aspect they enjoyed
the most and what they would perhaps like
more time spent on. These camps have
been held for several years in one form or
another, and whilst we are always exploring
international practices and new ways to add
further value to the camps, WGSA will continue
to provide players with the tools they need in
order to help them achieve their golfing goals
and compete on the international stage.

ENTER ONLINE:
www.golfrsa.com

- SALLY GREASLEY
PRESIDENT

(click on Women /
Tournaments & Results)

SELBORNE GOLF ESTATE (KZN)
11th – 13th November 2019

DIVISIONS & FORMAT:
Championship Division: HI 6.5 & Under
Silver (B) Division: HI 6.6 – 15.3
54 holes Stroke Play
C Division: HI 15.4 – 24.3
54 Hole Individual Stableford
PROGRAMME:
Sunday 10th November
Player Registration & Welcome Function
Monday 11th – Wednesday 13th November
Rounds 1 – 3
Tuesday, 12th November:
Players Social Function
Entry Fee: R815.00 includes
Competition and Green Fees,
Welcome Function, Players Function
& Prize Giving lunch

Open to women amateur golfers 30 years & over
at the start of the tournament. Senior Trophy players
must be 50 years & over at the start of the tournament.

Follow us: @GolfRSA

LONG DAYS LONG SHADOWS
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SUMMER
GOLF
significantly stimulated the golf economy of
Mauritius. From 5-8 December, the Heritage Golf
Club at Heritage Resorts will host the AfrAsia
Bank Mauritius Open for the third time in the last
five years. The tournament teed off here in 2015
as a unique coalition between three of the largest
professional tours in world golf.

2ND HOLE SUN CITY
After a long cold winter with dry dusty fairways, I
always look forward to the start of summer golf.
The beginning of spring is a welcome sight to
most golfers, even though it is still chilly, it carries
a warm fuzzy feeling with it. Summer golf means
less clothing, more colourful fairways with people
bringing out all their colourful summer golf wear,
green fairways and prettier trees in bloom. Yes it
means losing distance on the fairways but I will
take a lush fairway over a dusty one. There are a
lot more golf invitations, more people wanting to
go out and busk in the sun while on the fairways.
I know a few friends who literally put their clubs
away during winter because they just hate playing
in the cold weather. My love for beautiful trees and
blooming flowers is at its happy place during this
season. Especially when playing a golf course for
the first time experiencing all of it’s greenery.
On the professional side of it, this season comes
with some of my favourite golf tournaments.
Starting with the highly anticipated Nedbank golf
challenge and closely followed by the favourite
AfrAsia Mauritius Bank Open. Before I talk about
these monster events, I will start with October,
which happens to be my birthday month. Last
year I managed to fall down the stairs on my
birthday spraining both ankles and scrapping
my sheen badly. All this happening a day before
playing my very first Nedbank FINAL Round, an
invitation for media and sponsors of The Nedbank
Golf Challenge to close the course a month before
for preparations for the main event. Not wanting
to miss out on such an opportunity, I strapped
both my ankles, treated my sheen and covered it
up, which by the next day looked like I had been
run over and I headed to Sun City Resort to play. I
didn’t have to argue much to show my need for a
golf cart, highly medicated for the pain, I went out
onto the course for some self inflicted pain and if
I had to I would probably do it again. It took me a
couple of weeks to recover from that ordeal and
for me to finally celebrate my birthday golf high
tea with just a few friends hosted by the insanely
beautiful Royal Johannesburg, East course.
In November comes the NEDBANK GOLF
CHALLENGE. The Gary Player Country Club
celebrates its 40th anniversary this year as one
of the most iconic venues on the European
Tour’s Race to Dubai and the annual home of
the Nedbank Golf Challenge hosted by Gary
Player on the Rolex Series. The countdown has
already begun and the names and confirmations
of the pros taking part are coming in fast. South
African fans and fans around the world wait with
anticipation to hear if their favourite pros names
will come up but the most exciting players names
to see on the list are of our very own loved South
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African players and last year saw a new Nedbank
Challenger with the inclusion of Brandon Stone.
This year sees the return of Tommy Fleetwood
and he is once again in contention to be crowned
European Number One, currently sitting in fourth
position in the Rankings, and with increased Race
to Dubai points now available in the penultimate
event of the season, his next stop in South Africa
could once again prove to be pivotal.

“Golf in Mauritius has grown from 170 000 rounds
in 2011 up to 240 000 rounds in 2018, and I believe
that the global exposure that the tournament gives
Mauritius has played a big role in establishing
Mauritius as a must-visit golf destination,” says
Jonathan Menteath, GM Heritage Golf Club. Who
is expecting this to increase with the completion
of Heritage Resorts’ second championship golf
course, a design collaboration between renowned
golf course architect Peter Matkovich and 2010
Open champion Louis Oosthuizen.
“The project has been launched in July 2019 and
the course is scheduled to open in September
2021. The design and layout of facilities has been
finalised with Peter Matkovich, Louis Oosthuizen
and the buildings architects. We are working hard
to open what will possibly be the best golfing
facility in the Indian Ocean,” says Menteath.

Fleetwood, who has competed in the Nedbank
Golf Challenge in four of the last five seasons, said:
“This will be my fifth appearance at the Nedbank
Golf Challenge, and the Gary Player Country Club
is a place that I always enjoy coming to. I obviously
have good memories from the 2017 season, when
my performance helped me to secure the Race to
Dubai title. I’m in a good position in the Rankings
again at the moment, and hopefully I can build on
that in South Africa and enjoy another strong end
to the season.”

This is by far the most fulfilling experience I have
ever had and Mauritius does not disappoint with
its incredible courses, scenery, history, crystal
clear blue waters, weather, markets, luxury hotels
and friendly staff. The pros themselves bring their
whole families for this one and have said how it is
a lovely way to kick of their December holidays.
For amateurs and golf lovers, it is the ultimate
island golf destination and coupled with a chance
of watching The AfrAsia Bank Open, the ultimate
bucket list of Sea, Sun, Golf.

We continue to wait for more name confirmations…

Catch you on the fairways

Immediately after The NGC comes The AfrAsia
Mauritius Bank Open in golfers paradise island.
Those of you who have been following my blog
and instagram, will know that this without a doubt
is one I look forward to the most. Mauritius is a
golfers dream with its 11 pristine golf courses on
a small island. It is a Tri-Sanctioned tournament
by the Sunshine, European Tours and Asian Tour
and has been won by numerous South Africans.
In five years the AfrAsia Bank Mauritius Open has
not only witnessed its own rapid growth as a trisanctioned tournament with the European Tour,
Asian Tour and Sunshine Tour, but it has also

9TH GREEN SUN CITY

- FELICITY SHIBA
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STRENGTH TRAINING
AND SLEEP											 		 BY: CLINTON SHUM
The benefits of strength training are well
documented. Through modern research, we
are starting to learn more about the positive
impact of resistance training on quality of
sleep. A summary of the prevalence of sleep
disorders in the general population suggests
nearly one third complains of insomnia,
although diagnosis is only warranted in
6-15% of the population.
Through social media and an ever-growing
fitness industry, we are, as consumers of this
information, consistently bombarded with
pictures of sweating it out and putting in the
extra work. Relishing the grind, if you will.
This is all good and well, but what is often
forgotten in this message is the importance
of rest and recovery. It is not as glamorous,
sleep doesn’t sell magazines, yet without
it there is no strength training, there is no
fitness industry or life for that matter.
Knowles et al. 2018 found that after a review
of seventeen studies that “Inadequate
sleep impairs maximal muscle strength in
compound movements when performed
without specific interventions designed to
increase motivation.’’
Further studies comprehensively prove the
negative impact on performance in the gym,
including but not limited to an increased
risk of injury. Not to mention the relationship
between depression, anxiety, burnout and
sleep. Approximately one in five South Africans
deal with anxiety or depression (South African
Depression and Anxiety Group).
What can we do from an exercise perspective to
begin to create sustainable, long term solutions?
Alley et al. 2015 found that “Quality of sleep
improved with resistance exercise
may offer additional benefits
regarding the ability to fall asleep
and stay asleep to populations
with osteoporosis, sarcopenia,
anxiety, or depression.”

Now sleep can also have a significant effect
on our performance on the golf course.
A study by Dr. Marc L. Benton and Neil
Friedman assessed golf games of players
who were being treated for obstructive
sleep-apnea syndrome (a repetitive blockage
of the upper airway that makes breathing
and uninterrupted sleep difficult). The study
compared them to a control group of golfers
who didn’t have sleep apnea.
After posting twenty rounds of golf over six
months, the golfers who didn’t have sleep apnea
saw no significant change to their handicap
indexes. However, the group of golfers who
had sleep apnea but then underwent treatment
therefore improving their quality of sleep, saw
their handicap drop by an average of 11.3%.
Golfers who were under a twelve-handicap
improved their handicap by an average of 31.5%.
That’s an incredible improvement whichever
way you look at it. Reduced sleep impairs
cognitive function, making course management,
focus and mental resilience on the golf course that
much more difficult (as if it needs to be any

more difficult than it already is).
If through exercise, we can impact the quality of
sleep in a positive manner, which in turn improves
so many other aspects of life and performance
both on and off the golf course, we are heading
in the right direction at the very least.
It is paramount to acknowledge the significance
that exercise plays in golf performance and
in life. We simply cannot afford to look at
strength training only as the good-looking
body that sells magazines, its benefits are far
reaching, across many spheres of wellbeing.
Train hard, sleep easy, and play the golf of your dreams.

Strength and Conditioning Specialist
TPI Certified Instructor
072 784 8698 | 031 303 1829
clintshum@xpectperformance.com

Facebook: Xpect Performance | Twitter: @shum711
Instagram: @clintonshum

GRAB A TEE

During this study they found that
resistance exercise (RE) resulted
in shorter time to fall asleep as
well as significantly fewer times
woken up when compared to the
group of no RE.
Whitworth et al. 2019 concluded
that three weeks of intense resistant
training can improve global sleep
quality and reduce anxiety in
patients who screened positive for
post traumatic stress disorder.
There are numerous studies that
now conclusively prove the benefit
of resistance training on improving
sleep quality.

DOWN SOUTH
SOUTHBROOM GOLF CLUB

FULL MEMBERSHIP INCLUDING HANDICAP
AFFILIATION R5250
VIRTUAL SOCIAL MEMBERSHIP- HANDICAP CARD
R1360, PLAY MEMBERS RATES ON A FRIDAY AND
SUNDAY

UPCOMING
TOURNAMENTS
International
Shoot-out (Teams
of 4)
15 & 16 Feb 2020—
Sat B/B Stableford
& Sunday Alliance

Ladies Classic
10 - 12 May 2020

Sunday afternoon- Out Of Season- Kids play free ,
parents joining play members rates

Mens Classic
6 - 10 July 2020

play@southbroomgolfclub.co.za | 039 316 6026 | www.southbroomgolfclub.co.za
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Regions

Men A

Men B

Ladies

Atlantic Beach

Duncan Davies
Kolbeinn Kristinsson
Jannie van Breda
Shabeer Essa
Santosh Maharaj
Jerry (Alson) Zungu
Conrad de Beer
Nelis Uys
Barnie Mostert

Mohammed Karodia
Mo Suliman
Terry Gilmour
Abdool Essa
Richard Micahel
Chris Ledden
Leon van der Merwe
De Goed Haasbroek
Ziyaad Jada

Nanette Nel
Lorraine Smit
Ruth Hart
Janet Humphrey
Barbara Cochrane
Lynne Rostance
Marieta Cawood
Susan Alexander
Dedre Nel

Durban Country Club
Bloemfontein Golf Club
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SOUTH AFRICAN
FINAL IN NAMIBIA

NAMIBIA HAS BECOME A VERY
POPULAR DESTINATION FOR
SOUTH AFRICAN AMATEUR
GOLFERS SINCE 2016.
Every year the finalists of the Windhoek Lager
International Pairs are flown to the Namibian
capital for the finals of what has become the
biggest amateur golf competition in Southern
Africa. At stake, the opportunity to represent
their club, region and Country at the World
finals in Portugal in November.
With one round at Omeya golf club and the
final round at Windhoek Country Club the
players are exposed to a different type of golf
challenge. This year Windhoek has only had
40mm of rain, which presented most of the
golfers to courses and conditions they have
never experienced before.

last 12 years and have been playing golf for
more than 30 years, during this time I have
been fortunate to attend many golf events.
I thought I had seen it all, until I got to the
Windhoek Lager International Pairs Finals.
This is by far the best organized and run
event that I had the privilege of attending and
participating in. An experience that every
amateur golfer, men and women should
aspire to. From the qualifying at club level to
the Finals in Windhoek it is truly something
to behold.”

Everything is always geared to the low handicap
top golfer at clubs, provincial and national level,
this tournament is geared specifically to the
handicap club golfer giving them the opportunity
to compete on an International Stage.
“Peet van Schalkwyk – President Northwest
Golf Union: “I have been involved in golf as
president of the Northwest Golf Union for the
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CHRIS WOOD & FRANCIOS BOSMAN

As a matter of fact, I believe that any club
who does not participate in the Windhoek
Lager International Pairs, are doing their
members a huge disservice and depriving
them of a golfing experience of a lifetime.”
After an exhaustive process in South Africa
where over 20,000 golfers took part in more
than 300 events, it had come down to 23
men’s pairs and 8 women’s pairs as well as
for the first time, 2 pairs of amputee golfers.

ELFRA & NICKY VAN EYCK

The essence of the Windhoek Lager International
Pairs is to offer every club affiliated golfer and
every golf club in South Africa the opportunity
to compete on the International stage. Through
a series of club and regional qualifying events,
the finalist play in Windhoek in the SA finals
for the chance compete against golfers form
other countries on an International stage. It
is the closest club amateur golfers will get to
playing in a tournament run on the lines of a
professional event.

A further enhancement to the event this year
saw 2 pairs of amputee golfers being invited
to compete in a division of their own. It was
made even more interesting with an arm
amputee and a leg amputee being partnered
as a pair.

Chris Woods – President Africa Amputee
Golf – “It is an absolute great initiative and
having played disabled golf in various places
in the world there are many people who will
love the opportunity to participate on an
International stage in this format”.
Bennie Basson, player of the winning pair –
“We really appreciate the opportunity that
The Windhoek Lager International Pairs are
giving all golfers in South Africa. The chance
to play on a National stage and make so
many new friends and fellow golfers is not
something we experience on a regular basis.
Going to Portugal is beyond our wildest
imagination” Bennie Basson and Lester
Lewis represented Alexander Bay golf club
who have less than 30 members.

BENNIE BASSON & LESTER LEWIS
Windhoek Lager International Pairs this year
has seen the addition of the Ladies Division.
In the past ladies competed in the same
division as men or as mixed teams. This year
2 pairs of the winner of the Ladies Division will
travel to Portugal to play in the International
Pairs World Ladies Division, finals.
Nicky van Eyk – Irene Country Club – “I must
say this is the best organized event I have
ever played in. We feel so blessed, we are
absolutely ecstatic and happy”
- CONTINUE ON PG 17

- CONTINUED FROM PG 16

SA FINALISTS IN NAMIBIA

The Final:
Round 1 of the final Was played at Omeya Golf Club and on a windy day the scoring was not so easy.
MEN:
1
2
3
4
5

Bennie Basson & Lester Lewis - Alexander Bay GC
Peet van Schalkwyk & Mario Strydom - Mooinooi GC
Davel Le Roux & Juan Morison - Kuilsrivier GC
Vincent Loubser & Craig Pottinger - The Els Club
Gustuv Barnard & Francios Branard - George GC

41
39
39
39
39

With another 4 Teams following on 38 Points the final round promised to be a humdinger.
Day 2 – Windhoek Country Club promised a totally different challenge to Omeya golf club.
With a live scoreboard and TV cameras following the players the pressure was huge. Best scores on the day:

1
1
2
3
4
5
6

Pierre Heyneke & Marius Jacobs - Heron Banks GC
Peet van Schalkwyk & Mario Strydom - Mooinooi GC
Davel Le Roux & Juan Morison - Kuilsrivier GC 		
Riaan Nel & Adriaan Besseling - Mogol GC		
Bennie Basson & Lester Lewis - Alexander Bay GC		
Vincent Loubser & Craig Pottinger - The Els Club
Endwin Venske & Andre Annandale - Centurion CC		

41
40
40
40
39
39
39

This meant a play-off for 2nd place and a place in the World Finals in Portugal between
the pairs from Mooinooi and Kuilsrivier GC. The Pair of Peet and Mario from Mooinooi
required just 1 extra hole to book their place to Portugal.
Final results.
1
Bennie Basson & Lester Lewis - Alexander Bay GC
2
Peet van Schalkwyk & Mario Strydom - Mooinooi GC
3
Davel Le Roux & Juan Morison - Kuilsrivier GC		
4
Riaan Nel & Adriaan Besseling - Mogol GC		
5
Vincent Loubser & Craig Pottinger - The Els Club

80
79
79
78
78

LADIES:
Round 1 Omeya Golf Club:
1
Aletta Matthysen & Linda Smit - Paarl			
2
Lesley Thompson & Karen Taylor - Mount Edgocombe CC
3
Isabelle Backx & Sally–Ann Hyatt - Mount Edgecombe CC
4
Nicky van Eyk & Elfra van Eyk - Irene CC		
5
Marie Smit & Johanna Horn - Strand			

35
33
32
32
32

With the leaderboard congested after day 1 there was everything to play
for in the final round.
Final round Windhoek Country Club:
1 Isabelle Backx & Sally–Ann Hyatt - Mount Edgecombe CC		
2 Nicky van Eyk & Elfra van Eyk - Irene CC		
		
3 Lesley Thompson & Karen Taylor - Mount Edgecombe CC
4 Marie Smit & Johanna Horn - Strand			
		

38
37
35
35

In the end it was the pair of Isabella and Sally-Ann from Mount Edgecombe
CC, who after a very exciting tussle pipped the mother and daughter pair
from Irene Country club, to become the 1st ever ladies pair to win their way
through to the International Pairs World Finals in Portugal later this year.
The van Eycks (The winners of the ladies only qualifiers) were extactic when
they were told that for this year a 2nd pair of ladies will go to Penina in
Portugal to represent their club, region and country, joining the pair that won.
Final Results:
1 Isabelle Backx & Sally–Ann Hyatt - Mount Edgecombe CC
2 Nicky van Eyk & Elfra van Eyk - Irene CC		
		
3 Lesley Thompson & Karen Taylor - Mount Edgecombe CC		
4 Marie Smit & Johanna Horn - Strand			
		

70
69
68
67

For Full Results log on to www.wlipsa.co.za
The route to Portugal is a 3-step process: Play in the qualifying event at your
club or in the dedicated Ladies Only qualifying events. Win your way through to
the Regional Finals. Qualify to play in the SA Finals in Windhoek. The winning
pair/s at the Windhoek Lager International Pairs SA Finals will be on their way
to the International Pairs World finals. All of this for a once off entry fee of R100
(20% retained by the club for prizes) at the 1st qualifying level, thereafter all
expenses are paid.
Competing in the Windhoek Lager International Pairs offers all club handicap
golfers the opportunity to compete for the right to represent their Club, their
Region and possibly even South Africa in an International event.
Any SAGA/GOLFRSA affiliated golf club may register and generate qualifying
pairs from their Club Qualifying events. The tournament is effectively the interclub “PAIRS” championship of South Africa.
Should you have any queries please feel free to contact the Tournament
Coordinators – African Sports Management - Deetleff Scholtz via email at
ds@asmgolf.com or by phone on 081 378 9817

THE PERFECT TIME FOR A PERFECT BEER

PARTICIPATE IN SOUTH AFRICA’S LARGEST PAIRS
GOLF TOURNAMENT FOR AMATEURS

Season 5 Now Open
Enter your club’s qualifying event – Pay a once-off
fee
If you qualify at club level you are to play in the
Regional finals – No further entry fee.
SA Finals will be held in Namibia. All expenses paid.
World Finals will be held in Portugal!
All expenses paid.
T&C’s Apply

“Approved for payment of expenses by the SA Golf Association Rule 4-2 g Rule 4-2 g SAGA05/2019 – Windhoek
Lager International Pairs (SA) 2020 - T’s & C’s Apply”

Contact Details: +27 81 378 9817 email:
ds@asmgolf.com ; www.wlipsa.co.za
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IN THE PALM
OF YOUR HAND											
This wonderful game of golf is amazing on so many fronts
and it never ceases to boggle me and I think most of us
who have the privilege of playing it. Golfers at every level
never stop tinkering and searching for that magic feeling
that we want to replicate. That feeling found on the driving
range or on those couple of shot on the back nine the last
game we played that brings us back for more.

He then set up in a golf stance. (see picture 2) and
then made a backswing with just the club head in
the right hand. (see picture 3) Holding the position
at the top of the backswing.

PIC 2

BY: JOHN DICKSON

He then slowly moved from the backswing into the
impact position.(see picture 4) and then moved from
Impact position into a well-balanced follow through.
(see picture 5) All just with holding a loose club head
in the right hand.

PIC 4

PIC 5

One of the key things in golf that fellow coaches,
psychologist and sport scientist would agree on is trying to
keep this complex game as simple as possible. The game
has been analysed,tweeked and dismantled and there
are many ways to hit a golf ball as demonstrated with the
myriad of Professional we have seen on television or some
of the great but quirky golfers found at the various clubs
we might be fortunate to play.
As a teacher of Golf I have always sought out how to make
the game simpler and especially more feel based for golfers
I am trying to help. We are always looking for tips ,drills and
ways to allow golfers to understand and then feel things
into there golf games. It is always better to take a feeling to
the golf course than to get wrapped up in to many thoughts
and instructions.
Here is a great picture that one
can take to the golf course
or range that can help you
play better golf. I am very
much a club head based
teacher. I really want golfers
to understand how to get the
thing that hits the ball to work
more efficiently. A while ago a
fellow teacher described the
golf swing by putting a loose
club head into the palm of his
right hand(being a right handed
golfer) (see picture 1)

When I tried this it really helped me feel what I was
trying to accomplish but with a grip and golf shaft
connecting me to the head. I remember my teacher
explaining that the longer the club the more aware of
the club head I had to be.

PIC 1

So even if you do not have a loose club head lying
around try and imagine the feeling of having the club
head in the palm of your hand and then delivering it
through the process of a golf swing. Hopefully this will
help you make a simple and more compact move when
you get a normal golf club in your hand.

Head Teaching Professional | Country Club
Johannesburg
john@dicksongolf.co.za | 082 990 7201
PIC 3

GREAT GOLF AT...
Rated #26 in the Country

MONTHLY
MEMBERSHIP FEES
Full Member – R2578
19 – 23 R1504
29 – 35 R1790
Junior R210
Ladies R1505

All include unlimited golf

info@kyalamigolf.co.za | 010 594 0034
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GOLF AT TUKKIES

2020 TuksGolf Programs
Golf – Make your living from something you love. There are a number of areas in the golf industry all of which
are covered by TuksGolf:
CEG (CHAMPION ELITE GOLFER)
This is holistic program for amateur golfers aspiring to be professionals. In line with the long term athlete development program,
this program is offered in various phases of an individual’s development to best suit their goals and abilities.
EXTERNAL SCHOOLS
This program allows young golfers from any school access to elite coaching staff. The program is designed to cater for a busy
school schedule – booking lessons as and when possible. Not only are scholars exposed to the elite coaching staff during lessons, we
offer on-course tactical sessions.
HIGH SCHOOL
This holistic program allows for scholars
at TuksSport High School to balance
school life as well as golf development.
The program offers scholars access to
highly supportive system of: elite technical
coaches, sport psychology sessions,
strength and conditioning sessions, as
well as immense exposure to technology
in golf. This program is ideal for scholars
wanting to maximise both their golf
development and excel academically.

DO YOU WANT
TO BECOME
A PGA GOLF
PROFESSIONAL?

PGA
DIPLOMA
(PROFESSIONAL
GOLFERS ASSOCIATION)
In conjunction with the standard PGA
program, we have altered the program
to accommodate athletes who would
like to or are playing on the IGT tour. The
program offers students access to a highly
supportive system of: elite technical
coaches, sport psychology sessions,
strength and conditioning sessions, as
well as immense exposure to technology
in golf. This program is ideal for scholars
wanting to maximise both their golf
development and excel academically.

IF YOUR DREAM IS BE IN
THE GOLFING WORLD, THIS
IS THE COURSE FOR YOU!
YOUNG GOLFER
One of the focal points of the academy
is to grow the youth program. This
program is top class, incorporating the
TPI program as well as in line with the
long term athlete development program.
Starting an early career in golf lessons
and technical skills is instrumental for
long term performance. This program
opens doors for young athletes to
pursue their dreams of being the next
Tiger Woods.

•
•
•
•
•
•

PGA Diploma Qualification
Best Coaching Team in the Country
Top Class Training Facility
Strength & Fitness Specialist
Tournament Golf
Psychology Team

Contact: Neil van Vliet
076 873 3937
neil.vanvliet@hpc.co.za

FOR MORE INFO PLEASE CONTACT
NEIL VAN VLIET | 076 873 3937
NEIL.VANVLIET@HPC.CO.ZA
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PLAY FAIR...
DR. RULZ
“PLAY THE COURSE AS YOU FIND IT; PLAY THE BALL AS IT LIES. IF YOU CAN’T DO EITHER
THEN PLAY FAIR. IN ORDER TO PLAY FAIR, YOU NEED TO KNOW THE RULES OF GOLF.”

RULES QUIZ
Question 1
A player may repair natural wear of
the hole on the putting green before
putting.
A - False
B - True
Question 2
If it is 75% certain that a ball that has
not been found is in a penalty area,
the player may take back-on-the- line
relief from the penalty area under
penalty of one stroke.
A - False
B - True
Question 3
In stroke play, a player makes a stroke
on the putting green when pressing
his forearm tight to his body creating
an anchor point against his body.
What is the ruling?
A - The player gets two penalty
strokes and the ball must be replaced
and the stroke replayed.
B - The stroke counts and the player
gets two penalty strokes and the ball
is played as it lies.

C - The player gets one penalty stroke
and the ball is played as it lies.

A - False
B - True

Question 4
When the player’s ball is on the putting
green, there is no penalty for the
player’s caddie marking and lifting the
ball without his authorisation.

Question 8
A player can render his ball lost by
declaration, i.e. by simply saying,
“That ball is lost.”

A - False
B - True
Question 5
For relief without penalty to be
available, temporary water must be
visible before the player takes her
stance.
A - False
B - True
Question 6
The “line of play” always means the
direct line to the hole.
A - False

A - False
B - True
Question 9
A player plays her second shot,
searches for her ball briefly and then
announces she will go back and play
a provisional ball. She drops and plays
a second ball from where she played
her previous stroke. The player then
continues searching for her original
ball and finds it within three minutes of
when she first started searching for it.
What is the ruling?

A - The player may choose whether
to continue with the original ball or the
provisional ball.
B - True
B - The player must continue with the
Question 7
provisional ball.
Someone who walks with a player and C - The player must continue with the
gives him advice during a round but
original ball.
does not carry his clubs, is a caddie.

ANSWERS
Question 1: A
A player may repair damage on the putting
green, however, ‘damage on the putting
green’ does not include any damage or
conditions that result from natural wear of
the hole, (Rule 13.1c).
Question 2: A
A player must have knowledge or
virtual certainly (95% likely) that his or
her ball is in a penalty area in order to
take back-on-the-line or lateral relief
under Rule 17.1d. See Rule 17.1 and
the definition of Knowledge or Virtual
Certainty.

strokes and the ball must be played as Question 8: A
it lies. See also Interpretation 10.1b/1. A player may not make a ball lost by
a declaration. A ball is lost only when
Question 4: B
it has not been found within three
See the exception to Rule 14.1b.
minutes after the player or his or her
caddie or partner begins to search for
Question 5: A
it. See Interpretation Lost/1.
For free relief the temporary water must
be visible before or after the player takes Question 9: C
her stance. See Definition of Temporary As the original ball was found within
Water.
three minutes, the player must continue
with the original ball (Rule 18.3c).
Question 6: A
Explanation: See the Definition of Line
of Play.

Question 3: B
The player has breached Rule 10.1b, Question 7: B
the stroke counts, he gets two penalty Explanation: See the definition of Caddie.

ANY QUESTIONS?
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You have had some time now to implement the new Rules of Golf – do you have any questions.
Please send any feedback, questions or queries you may have on the rules of golf to drrulzza@gmail.com

THE THIRD PLACE

AND THE IMPORTANCE OF FOOD AND BEVERAGE IN CLUBS
As fate would have it, I started writing this article and before getting much beyond the title I got a call from a member who was critiquing our Food and
Beverage Service. I had to try hard to keep a smile out of my voice as he was writing the article for me.
Have you heard of the Third Place? The third place is the social surroundings separate from the two usual environments of home (“first place”) and the
workplace (“second place”) that we spend our precious time at. Clubs are competing to be the Third Place in your life and if you consider yourself a “Club
Person” then the chances are that your club is doing a good job at being your third place.
One of the key attractions to claiming your Third Place status is great Food and Beverage because we all spend so much of our time thinking about food
and partaking in food and beverage. Great Food and Beverage entails providing a great product (the consumable), a great environment and great service all
at an acceptable price.
Having been involved in hospitality for 30 years it is a really tough industry and clubs have generally been poor at it. It has become so much tougher with all
the competition out there and Clubs need to take it a lot more serious and run professional food and beverage operations.
Being professional doesn’t mean you need to have a Fine Dining experience, on the contrary casual is more popular and successful in today’s fast-paced and
more casual world. A good menu that meets your members expectations and the consistent delivery of a good meal whether it be a fillet, burger or toasted
cheese is essential. Often simpler menus that your
kitchen and staff can cope with are more successful.
The food is the one part of the equation but great
waitron services (correct orders and attentive
service) are a key part of the overall experience.
You can never have enough training and even the
best waiters can have bad days but once again
it comes down to consistency. Every member
will accept the occasional bad experience but
if there are consistent failures then it becomes
unacceptable.
I have focussed on the food but beverage service
with the right selection of beverages served in
the right glasses and at the correct temperatures
is just as fundamental. Great coffee or tea is
essential for the best Third Places!
Getting all of this to come together requires a
professional management team that is dedicated
and passionate. It also requires you to have your ear
on the ground and be receptive to critique. Regular
surveys and interaction with members is essential
and should be used in your training to ensure that
staff are aware of their short-comings. I have often
said that a huge challenge with the SA service
industry is that our waitrons come from backgrounds
where they have never experienced good service for
anything so it requires a lot more training to ensure
that they can understand member expectations.

NOT ENOUGH TIME?

PLAY NINE!

WILD COAST SUN 9 HOLE SPECIAL
WINTER TIME
May 2019 - September 2019 from 14h00

SUMMER TIME
October 2019 - March 2020 from 15h00

R200 per player
including a golf cart

Bookings to be done through
Wild Coast Sun Pro-Shop on 039-305 2799.
Subject to availability. Terms & conditions apply.

Creating unusual and different experiences for
members that goes beyond just another meal
can also make a dining experience memorable.
Food and Beverage costing is always a big
talking point in clubs and will need a separate
article of it’s own. Food and Beverage and
the profits (I hope) all form part of the overall
club funding model. Each club would need
to communicate with it’s membership so that
members are aware of how Food and Beverage
fits into the business model. A majority of
American clubs charge more in subscriptions
and then strategically offer lower cost Food
and Beverage as an added value to the overall
club membership. Few SA clubs operate on
that model and Food and Beverage becomes a
key contributor to the club’s overall surpluses.
Clubs are encouraged to get their Food and
Beverage right so that you can be that Third Place
for your members. Members are encouraged
to use their clubs and then provide that honest
critique so that your Club’s management has the
opportunity to make the positive changes.
- PAUL LEISHMAN, BRYANSTON CC

@TheWildCoastSun

Wild Coast Sun wildcoastsun.co.za
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CHECK-UP FROM
THE NECK UP
PATIENCE
One of the words I hear most often from winners
of golf tournaments is “patience”. “I was patient
out there today. I didn’t push too hard. I just kept
my focus and the birdies happened without me
forcing it. Dropped shots didn’t bother me, I just
moved on to my plan for the next hole. I played
with what I had, within myself. I was very levelheaded towards the end in spite of the pressure”.
Patience is the ability to wait, to accept setbacks
without becoming anxious or annoyed. It is the
ability to continue doing something despite
difficulties or challenges. The word comes from
the Latin “patientem” meaning “enduring, tolerant,
firm and unyielding”. To quote Dustin Johnson: “I
don’t get too angry. I hit bad shots all the time.
Why am I going to get upset? I do it every day that
I play. So you just got to go find it and hit it again”.
The opposite of patience was when Jordan Spieth
attempted to become the youngest US Masters
winner in 2014. He held a two-shot lead through
seven holes during the final round. Spieth then
three-putted on No. 8 and narrowly missed a par
putt on the 9th hole: “Yeah, I was nervous, but I
wasn’t quite as patient today as I was during the
first three rounds. Patience is something I’ve been
struggling with when in these kind of positions.
That’s why I don’t think I’ve won more when I’ve
had a chance to”.

Patience is a form of composure, to maintain
emotional stability through all the “ups” and
“downs”, but mustn’t be confused with only
calmness and peacefulness. The great Sam
Snead believed that you have to be “coolly mad”
to be a great golfer. He understood that being
too laid-back or too fired-up would both impact
negatively on your performance. Composure is
the ability to find poise when you are anxious
or hyped, motivate yourself when you’re down,
and to turn anger and disappointment into
determination and purposeful focus. Ernie Els
was a living embodiment of patient composure in
his prime. Johnny Miller once remarked, “If Ernie
Els could bottle his temperament and sell it, he
would make a fortune”.
Gary Player often quotes Ghandi’s famous saying:
“Patience means self-suffering.” Player always
believed that patience, endurance and fortitude are
the greatest virtues in times of adversity. He sees
setbacks as opportunities to cultivate his patience.
This attitude was so clearly displayed when Player
was 7 holes down with 17 holes to play against
Tony Lema in the semi-final of the 1965 World
Match-play Championship. He didn’t quit, became
“coolly mad” when walking off the 17th green of
the morning round and Lema said to him, “Never
mind, you’re the US Open champion, you’ll be
invited back next year.” Player in his own words,
“Thrived on the challenge”, even felt thankful for
being tested by this, and won the match on the
37th hole... THIS WAS PATIENCE IN ACTION!

Player once told me that Jack Nicklaus was the
best example of patience on the golf course. This
is typified by Nicklaus’ famous quote: “When the
pressure is on, I stand back, take a deep breath,
and say to myself, ‘Enjoy the challenge’”. Dr
Jim Loehr found after years of research with top
performing sport people that those who enjoy
the feelings of pressure and high anxiety are the
better performers. If you can endure these feelings
with a steadfast patience and even enjoy it, even
find the challenge pleasurable, you will definitely
perform better.
It is said that patience is a virtue, a desirable
quality of character to have. Aristotle believed
however that it can be trained and conditioned
through habit and repetition. The game of golf,
with all its obstacles, setbacks, victories, ups and
downs, is an ideal training school to refine this
sought-after character trait or quality, in sport and
in life.
- DR DEON VAN ZYL
deon@dvanzyl.co.za
Clinical Psychologist and former Associate Professor
at the University of Pretoria. He’s been working in the
field of Golf Psychology since the early 1980’s, and
assisted many of our top golfers and teams.

Friday 22 and Saturday 23 November 2019
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HORNBILL CLASSIC
GOLF TOURNAMENT 2019				

BY: TAMARA VAN DER PLOEG & MARLENE MILN

THE HORNBILL CLASSIC GOLF
TOURNAMENT WAS HELD AT
KRUGER PARK LODGE GOLF CLUB
5 - 7TH SEPTEMBER 2019
It was a well-supported and successful threeday tournament. We can’t thank our sponsors
and players enough for making it such a success.
The morning and afternoon fields were filled with
local players and players of local retail, as well
with support of national sponsors and players
from all over South Africa. We had around 300
golfers over 3 days. This year was a special year
as Kruger Park Lodge Golf course has opened a
new 18th hole. A challenging island green, which
the players had to try and conquer. The quest was
not easy and the players were even challenged to
give the new 18th hole/green a new name. Many
names were given, but the name competition of
the new 18th green was won by Irene Verwey,
who suggested the new name: “Try Again Island”.
A suitable name according to many players. What
is life without a challenge….
During all three days we had a beautiful display of
goods around the pro-shop from The Bed Shop
and on the first hole by Toyota. The Bed Shop
sponsored beautiful prizes for the raffle, including
a queen size bed. This besides further sponsored
accommodation prizes and the famous wheelbarrow filled with liquor. Even in rainy conditions,
the players could receive drinks and sweets,
sponsored by the ladies of Nissan on the 6th hole.
The half-way house and all three night dinners
were beautifully catered for by G’s Restaurant @
Kruger Park Lodge.

Prizes were handed out from 1st to 10th place
daily including some individual daily prizes.

RESULTS
THURSDAY: 4 BALL ALLIANCE 2 SCORES TO COUNT
		
1st Monty van Dyk, Jan Nel, Billy de Jager &
Piet Malherbe with 102 points
2nd Gareth Townsend, Jaques de Klerk, Reinhard
Breedt & Ruan Paul with 94 points
The first night we had a beautiful prize giving and
dinner in an informal get together in the garden of
the main building. We had a beautiful finger food
and canapés buffet.

3rd Tienie Smit, Robbie Wright, Shaun Meyer &
Neil Jack with 93 points

On the cold rainy Friday evening all teams had to
squeeze in to have a beautiful Potjiekos evening
in the LAPA.

1st Monty van Dyk & Billy de Jager with 48 points

Saturday night was a wine tasting of Backsberg
wines, offered by the team of Ruth de Witt. The
final evening started with a spectacular show
staged by our local dance school Tempo. The
ladies and young girls performed a show of at
least 20 minutes and entertained the players and
partners who joined the plated dinners of Prawns
and Lamb Shanks.

3rd Joss Carazon & Ian Johnson with 45 points

The Saturday prizes were sponsored by Cutter &
Buck/Callaway, who held a competition for the
teams to win a chipper. The only challenge was
that every member of a team had to drive the ball
on the short 5th hole onto the green. Unfortunately
no onesucceeded.

2nd Robbie Wright, Neal Jackman, Tienie Smit &
Sean Meyer with 100 points

FRIDAY: BETTER-BALL STABLEFORD

2nd Marius Burger & Manie van Wyk with 47 points

SATURDAY: 4 BALL ALLIANCE
2 SCORES TO COUNT - SCRAMBLE
DRIVES 4 EACH PLUS 2 SPARE
1st Marius Burger, Manie van Wyk, Wayne Colyn &
Weber Levendal with 101 points

3rd Ruan Dreyer, Bernie Kirsten, Terrence Jenkins &
Darren Lane with 99 points
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